Friend,
Joe Biden and John Kerry are jetting off to the big climate conference in
Scotland, anxious to surrender to the UN on climate.
The global Left has been desperate to get control of American energy and
cash after being denied for four years by Donald Trump.
COP 26, the upcoming UN climate conference in Glasgow, is set to take
place next week. It is the most dangerous moment in international climate
diplomacy since Barack Obama let the the UN rope America into the Paris
Climate Accord in 2015.
We need to fight back. That's why CFACT is headed to Glasgow to
counter and expose their dangerous plans for our nation. Please send
your most generous contribution today to help our crack team of
activists confront them head on -- right on their own turf!
Sadly, President Biden has emerged as a doddering figurehead, wholly
controlled by the most radical and destructive elements of the extreme
Left.
The Left owns Biden completely on climate.
This is incredibly dangerous.
If they succeed, America could be on the hook for billions every year to
fund a corrupt UN Climate Fund. Our economic and energy independence
would be controlled by international bureaucrats. American national
security would be diminished as China’s grows, and “climate lockdowns”
(like those for COVID) could become the norm.

But we can fight back... and prevail!
Help CFACT protect individual freedom and sound science from this
major new effort to advance international Socialism under the guise of
"climate."
Please make the strongest donation you can right now. Your crucial
donation of $25, $50, $100 or more will help CFACT lay out the genuine
scientific facts to the world community, report back to the American
people, and confront and expose those seeking to use the UN climate
process to diminish and control us.
CFACT will marshal the facts in Glasgow and ensure they are heard. No
one does it better. And you know us, there might just be a dash of
CFACT's trademark fun (always at the Left's expense) along the way!
This is important work. CFACT is headed to Glasgow ready to fight, but
we cannot fight alone.
We need you now. Please make the most generous gift you can.
For nature and people too,

Signed Craig Rucker
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